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Starring none other than our Robert Picardo! in

A independent film by Kejo Productions
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Filming now - release date to be announced
http://www.sensoredthemovie.com/
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The past of a young attorney catches up with her which results in dire consequences.
This is the trailer for a film written and directed by David Livingston and stars
Crystal Allen, Robert Picardo, and John Billingsley. Produced by Robert Michael
Conrad and James Nestor.
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Ishmael, a clueless, womanizing blacksmith, has no idea who his neighbor Jesus, the
carpenter, really is. When Ishmael realizes he has agreed to make the nails for
Jesus' cross, he must find a way out of his predicament.
View It At
http://www.wildsound-filmmaking-feedback-events.com/watch_movies_online_the_blacksmith_and_the_carpenter.html

“PJ” a new independent film due to be released summer 2007 starring Bob as
“Stan Jamison”

A man (PJ), has witnessed a horrific accident and subsequently retreats within
himself. He barely talks, and doesn't even know
who he is. He is brought to a hospital where the
resident doctor tries to get through to him with
the help of PJ's bitter ex-girlfriend. All the
while, the doctor is fighting his own life's
demons, and an out-of-touch supervisor who
wants PJ permanently committed.
Film Website
MySpace Page
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release date

11-21-07
Bob will be appearing in this live action production for the cartoon
network
More info on IMDB Page http://imdb.com/title/tt1037011
Trailer - http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RbNTHMYSxz0

Bob appears in the new movie “Universal Signs” written and produced by Ann Calamia
as
Father Joe
After the death of his fiancée's daughter while
in his care, a deaf man shuts himself off from
the world. Haunted by memories, it is only
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through new friendship that he can learn to
forgive, love, and reconnect.

View it here
http://www.universalsignsmovie.com

Bob plays a character named Dave
Foxx in the new Ross Emanuel Film “Chasing
The Green”
http://www.chasingthegreen.com
Based on a true story, "Driven" tells the story of two
young brothers who become millionaires during the
early 1990s. Their ambition and drive lead them into
conflict with FTC officials, where an over-zealous
bureaucrat (Devane) attempts to destroy their
company. The older brother (London), tries to reconcile the current crisis with conflicts in his own
relationships, primarily with his current girlfriend (played by McComb).

Release date 2008 visit imdb for more info http://us.imdb.com/title/tt1090312

“UNTIL MORNING”

Release date coming soon !

"Until Morning" is unique in that there was no formal script. Nehls gathered the actors on location and
provided them with character sketches and direction scene-by-scene based on his script outline, and
actors improvised in a true test of their professional abilities. The result is a film unlike any other;
raw in its production and yet powerful in its story.
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"Universal Signs" (2007), as Priest. This is a silent film featuring Deaf actors and American Sign
Language (ASL)
"A. I. Assault" (2006) (TV: the Sci-Fi Channel) Formerly titled "Shockwave"
"Homecoming" (2006), as Kurt Rand, in the Showtime movie series "Masters of Horror"
Short film "Get the Dime" (2004), as Jack
"Roddenberry on Patrol" (2003) as Doctor
"Looney Tunes: Back In Action" (2003), as Acme Vice-President (of Rhetorical Questions)
Ensemble SAG Digital Video film "Until Morning" (an Official Dogme 95 film; 2001), as Brad
Scott
"The Amati Girls" (2000) (TV), as Grace's Doctor
"Small Soldiers" (1998), as Ralph the Clean Room Technician
"Archibald the Rainbow Painter" as Dr. Kurtz (1998)
"The Clone Age" (1998) The Learning Channel (documentary), as Narrator
"Slice of Life" (1997), as Man on Beach
"The Second Civil War" (1997) HBO, as Godfrey
"Menno's Mind" (1996) SHOWTIME, as Senator Taylor
"Star Trek: First Contact" (1996), as the Emergency Medical Holographic Program
"Out There" (1995) SHOWTIME, as Makeup Department Supervisor Walter Danverstein
"The Pagemaster" (1994) (voice), as Pirate
"Revenge of the Nerds IV: Nerds in Love" (1994) (TV), as Detective 1st Class Chad Penrod
"Runaway Daughters" (1994) SHOWTIME, as Ed Cahn
"Wagons East" (1994), as Ben Wheeler
"White Mile" (1994) HBO, as Tom Horton
"Fatal Deception: Mrs. Lee Harvey Oswald" (1993) (TV), as David Lifton
"Matinee" (1993), as Howard
"Deadly Matrimony" (1992) (TV), as Prosecutor
"Motorama" (1992), as Jerry the Policeman
"A Murderous Affair: The Carolyn Warmus Story" (1992) (TV), as David Lewis
"Frame Up" (1991), as Frank Govers
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"Samantha" (1991), as Neil Otto/Mr. Samantha
"Violation of Trust" (1991) (TV), as Dr. Raymond Gilmore
"Gremlins 2: The New Batch" (1990), as Mr. Forster
"Total Recall" (1990) (voice), as the Johnnycab
"The 'burbs" (1989), as Garbageman
"The Cover Girl and the Cop" (1989) (TV)
"Loverboy" (1989), as Dr. Reed Palmer
"976-EVIL" (1988), as Mark Dark
"Dead Heat" (1988), as Lieutenant Herzog
"Jack's Back" (1988), as Dr. Carlos Battera
"Amazon Women on the Moon" (1987), as Rick Raddnitz ("Roast Your Loved One")
"Bates Motel" (1987) (TV) as Dr. Goodman
"Innerspace" (1987), as The Cowboy
"The Man Who Fell to Earth" (1987) (TV), as Morse
"Munchies" (1987), as Bob Marvelle
"Roses Are for the Rich" (1987) (TV) as Stockbroker
"Back to School" (1986), as Giorgio
"Explorers" (1985), as Starkiller, as Wak, and as Wak and Neek's Father
"Legend" (1985), as Meg Mucklebones
"Oh, God! You Devil" (1984), as Joe Ortiz
"Dixie: Changing Habits" (1983) (TV), as Harry Meadows
"Get Crazy" (1983), as Fire Inspector Connell O'Connell
"The Other Woman" (1983) (TV), as Chuchi
"Star 80" (1983), as Interviewer
"Lois Gibbs and the Love Canal" (1982) (TV) as Larry McGuinness
"The Violation of Sarah McDavid" (1981) (TV) as Scott Crowell
"The Howling" (1981), as Eddie Quist
"The Dream Merchants" (1980) (TV), as Mark Kessler
Luigi Pirandello's "Six Characters in Search of an Author" (film version)

Director Filmography
"Star Trek: Voyager" (1995) TV Series ["Alter Ego" (1997), "One Small Step" (1999)]

Video Games
"Star Trek: Voyager - Elite Force" (1999), as the Doctor
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Click Banner Below To See More Advertisers

Comments or Questions? E-Mail WebMaster@RobertPicardo.com
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